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1. REVISION HISTORY 
VERSION DATE DESCRIPTION AUTHOR 
0.1 9/11/20 Initial Draft Stuart Z. 
0.2 9/15/20 Added Table of Contents and Revision History Table. 

Added definition of “Venue” in Section 6. 
Added “COVIDWISE” recommendation, Section 9. 

Stuart Z. 

0.3 1/3/21 Updated to reflect anticipated tackle in spring 2021. Stuart Z. 

    

 
 

2. PURPOSE and SCOPE 
Vienna Youth Inc. (VYI) - Rugby is committed to giving the children of Vienna an opportunity to exercise 
and socialize to promote physical and mental well-being. 

This document establishes enhanced operating procedures governing rugby activities. These 
procedures are designed to mitigate the risk of infectious disease transmission and comply with 
guidelines published by the Centers for Disease Control (CDC), Virginia Governor - Ralph Northam, and 
Rugby Virginia. These procedures are an addendum to the standard operating procedures that govern 
routine VYI Rugby activities. In instances of any conflict between VYI Rugby’s standard operating 
procedures and these COVID-19 Mitigation Procedures, these procedures take precedence. This 
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document shall be updated as needed to address changes in the youth sports operating environment. 
 
The operating procedures established by this document apply to all VYI Rugby participants. A 
participant is defined as any person present at a venue where VYI rugby activities are taking place. This 
includes players, coaches, administrative volunteers, parents, spectators, and service providers (Medical 
provider, Referee, etc.). 

Participants that refuse to comply with rugby operating procedures will be denied access on the day of 
their refusal and are subject to suspension from future activities. 

 
 

3. STRUCTURE and FORMAT 
We anticipate playing 15 per-side tackle rugby for the Spring 2021 season.  However, that decision has 
not been finalized by our league, Rugby Virginia.  The length of the season and competition structure 
has also not yet been finalized.  The length and structure will be determined, at least in part, by the 
number of teams fielded by the different clubs in the league.   
 
Alternative competition options include 7 or 10 per-side tackle rugby and touch rugby following 
Federation of International Touch (FIT) rules.  

 
 

4. ROLES and RESPONSIBILITIES 
Responsibilities described below are specific to the COVID Mitigation Operating Procedures. Other 
responsibilities of existing roles are described in the VYI Bylaws. 

All Volunteers - The following roles are considered “volunteer roles”; “Rugby Commissioner”, “COVID 
Commissioner”, “Rugby Coach”, “COVID Coach”, “Administrative Volunteer”. All volunteer roles are 
required to register as volunteers with VYI Rugby and pass a background check. All volunteers and 
officials must wear a mask during any rugby activity, from the moment of exiting their vehicle until they 
reenter their vehicle. This includes, during games and practices, pre- and post- practice/game periods, 
whenever they are within 20’ of anyone at a rugby activity or venue. All volunteers will sign a waiver to 
not hold the VYI organization or individual VYI volunteers liable for any harm that may result from 
participation in rugby activities. All volunteers must complete World Rugby Return to Play training. 

 

Rugby Commissioner (Existing Role) – There is one commissioner for the Rugby program, who appoints 
the COVID Commissioner and provides support to COVID Commissioner as needed. 

COVID Commissioner (New Role) – There will be on commissioner for the VYI Rugby program who 
coordinates and ensures implementation of these operating procedures. The COVID Commissioner 
appoints COVID Coaches. The COVID Commissioner is empowered to deny access to a rugby venue and 
suspend individuals from participation in rugby activities. 

Rugby Coach (Existing Role) – At least one Rugby Coach per team who plans and organizes practices, 
trains players, and manages team during practices and games in accordance with COVID Mitigation 
Procedures. 

Mandates for Coaches 
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 Adhere to 6-foot social distancing practices when coaching their team (or whatever the 
Governor suggests as the current “social distance” rule for competitive activities) 

 Wear face mask at all times in the venue, when others are present 
 Only work with their assigned team, but may provide verbal instruction from 5 yards or greater 

distance to multiple teams. 
 No touch rule: Coaches should refrain from high fives, handshake lines, and other physical 

contact with players on their team, opposing players, other coaches, officials, and fans. 
o Coaches may instruct their team and join in contact drills that are consistent with 

rugby play. 
 Ensure players follow operating procedures and comply with COVID Coaches instructions 
 Initial Coin Toss: Referee will come to visiting team’s sideline and the head coach will make the 

call 
 Teams must be on opposite sides of the field 
 Sanitize equipment between practices and games 
 No team snacks/drinks 
 No post-practice/game socializing 
 Leave the field as soon as reasonably possible…10-15min after the completion of game/practice 
 Perform referee duties as required 

 
COVID Coach (New Role) – At least one COVID Coach per team who oversees players and spectators to 
ensure all rugby participants associated with the coach’s team adhere to the COVID Mitigation 
Operating Procedures. The COVID Coach is empowered to deny access to a rugby venue and suspend 
individuals from participation in rugby activities. 

Administrative Volunteer (Existing Role) – A parent or other volunteer providing support for 
implementation of these procedures or other program/team related activities. Administrative 
Volunteer duties may include, for example, assisting the COVID Coach by taking attendance and 
recording temperature readings. 

Service Provider (Existing Role) – Usually, a paid position providing a specialized service, such as Medical 
Services. A Service Provider is responsible for complying with these operating procedures, within the 
context of the service being provided. Service providers will sign a waiver to not hold the VYI 
organization or individual volunteers liable for any harm that may result from participation in rugby 
activities. 

Player (Existing Role) – Players are responsible for registering with USA Rugby and VYI.  Players are 
responsible for complying with the player-related mandates of these Operating Procedures. 
Mandates for Players 

 
 Take temperature at home before practice/games 

o Wait 30 min after eating, drinking, or exercising 
o If a player’s temperature is at or above 100.4 degrees F - STAY HOME 

 Bring a personal water bottle - MUST be labeled with the player's name 
 Bring hand sanitizer and use it before practice/games, during water breaks, and at the end 
 Must not share water bottles 
 Must adhere to 6-foot social distancing (or the current state requirement) while on the sidelines 

and wear a mask while not playing in the game or drill. 
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 Players should not to touch their mouth-guard once it has been placed in their mouth and 
should sanitize their hands after touching their mouth-guard. 

 No touch rule: Players should refrain from handshakes, high-fives, rough-housing, handshake 
lines, and other physical contact with teammates, opposing players, coaches, officials, and fans. 

 No spitting on or near the playing field 
 Notify your COVID Coach and Stay home if: 

o You have come into contact with a positive Covid-19 individual 
o You possibly have COVID and are waiting for rest results 
o You have symptoms of illness, fever, cough, shortness of breath, that may be an 

indicator of COVID or other communicable illness 
 

Parent/Guardian (Existing Role) – Instruct and support players as needed, based on age and ability, on 
compliances with these operating procedures. Where applicable, bring your player to practices and 
games on time practice. Ensure players are properly equipped and supplied for practice. Ensure players 
are wearing clean clothes. Recognize the authority of the COVID Coach and other volunteers to enforce 
the procedures contained in this document. Comply with instructions given by COVID Coach and other 
volunteers. Respect the perimeter of the practice/game venue. Notify COVID Coach if your player is 
suspected of having/diagnosed with COVID or been exposed to someone who is suspected of having or 
diagnosed with COVID. Keep your player home if displaying symptoms of any illness. Refer to the CDC 
Symptoms of Coronavirus website or other website if your child may be ill.  Seek medical care as 
needed. 

 
 

5. VENUE and SPECTATORS 
A “rugby venue” is the rectangular field and area immediately surrounding the field at any facility, such 
as a school or park, where VYI Rugby authorized games or practices are scheduled to occur. A field and 
its immediate surrounding area is only considered an active “rugby venue”, requiring venue-related 
COVID mitigation measures, during the times VYI Rugby is authorized to use the field. 

No spectators are allowed on the field of play or inside the immediate area surrounding the field. At 
fields such as Oakton HS #1 and Nottoway Park, spectators must remain outside the fence. At Madison 
HS or Oakton HS stadium, spectators can social distance in the stands but will not be allowed inside the 
fence that surrounds the track. If any parents/spectators are identified to be ignoring these social 
distancing rules, the COVID Coach will remind those individuals of the rules and ask them to separate 
and/or move outside the fence or other barrier. If the individual or group fails to adhere to the warning, 
then the COVID Coach will ask those parents/spectators to leave the stands and/or area. 
All players and coaches will use hand sanitizer as they enter the field and leave. There will be one point 
of entry for each field. All participants will have their temperatures checked upon entering the venue 
before the start of practices and games. Participants with elevated temperatures will be given an 
opportunity to rest and re-check. Any participant with two high temperature readings will not be 
allowed to participate that day. 

Mandates for Spectators 
 Must stay outside the fence of practice/game venues during practices/games, including the time 

leading up to and the period after games/practices. 
 Must stay off the field of play at all times. Spectators/Parents may not “walk their child out to 

the field” for practices or games. 
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 Social Distancing must be adhered to, this includes in and around bleachers for anyone not in 
the same family. Please use judgment when bringing senior citizens and others with health 
issues to practices/games. 

 Must keep 10-feet or more distance from the sideline in locations without fences and/or 
bleachers 

 Face coverings are required to be worn at all times covering the mouth and the nose 
 No more than two adult spectators per family, whenever possible. 
 Pre- and/or Post-play socializing or tailgating is not be allowed at practice/game venues 
 Leave the venue promptly after practices/games 

 
 

6. PRACTICE 
No more than 4 teams may use a standard rectangular field at the same time. Teams will practice 
separately, with no combining for drills. Inter-team scrimmages will only be allowed two weeks prior to 
the first competition. Field equipment will only be handled by coaches. Each team will have a dedicated 
set of practice balls. Balls will not be comingled among teams. Drills involving contact will be minimized 
and progressively introduced as the season progresses.  Contact drills will be consistent with Rugby VA 
and other applicable guidelines. 

 
 

7. PRE-PRACTICE/GAME HEALTH QUESTIONS 
 

Before each practice/game, the COVID Coach will ask the following screening questions: 
1) Do you have a cough and/or sore throat 
2) Have you had a fever in the last 72 hours 
3) Do you have shortness of breath 
4) Is anyone in your house ill with a fever or cough 
5) Have you had contact with someone known to have or under investigation for COVID- 

19/Coronavirus in the last 14 days 
 

If a player answers “yes” to any of these, the player must not attend the practice/game. 
 

Temperature checks of each player and coach will happen at each practice/game and if any player or 
coach has a fever above 100.4 degrees … that person will be asked to leave the field, no exceptions. 
 
 

8. COVIDWISE 
All participants and parents/guardians with mobile phones are encouraged to install VA Department of 
Health – COVIDWISE App on their phone. COVIDWISE uses Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) technology to 
quickly notify users who have likely been exposed to a COVID positive person, so you can reduce the risk 
of infection for your friends and family and help Virginia stop the spread. The App is free and can be 
found on App Store and Google Play. 

 
 

9. CONSEQUENCES FOR NON-COMPLIANCE 
 While inadvertent mistakes and/or lapses may occur, any coach that demonstrates ongoing 
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disregard for the spirit and intent of these procedures jeopardizes the health of their players 
and may be removed from their position by the Rugby Commissioner. 

 Any player or coach found to knowingly disregard a recent contact with a positive COVID-19 
patient/individual (by not notifying the Head Coach and COVID Coach in a reasonable time (no 
more than 24 hours or the next practice/game…whichever comes first)) will be removed from 
the team for the remainder of the season and will not be offered any refunds. 

 The COVID Commissioner and COVID Coach have the authority to remove a 
coach/player/spectator from the field of play for “COVID Safety” violations. Any argument by a 
coach or player will not be tolerated. If asked to leave, that coach or player may not be within 
100 yards of the field (fence) or additional penalties will apply. 


